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NEUTRINO PHYSICS WITH KARMEN�Wolfgang Kretshmerfor the KARMEN CollaborationyUniversität Erlangen�Nürnberg, 91058 Erlangen, Germany(Reeived Marh 7, 2002)The KARMEN experiment at the pulsed neutron faility ISIS is inves-tigating neutrino�nuleus reations and neutrino osillations. In this paperwe present ross setions for neutrino indued harged and neutral urrentreations on 12C. These results allow a preision test of the standard modelof weak interation by imposing new limits on the neutral urrent isove-tor axial vetor oupling strength �A, the strength parameter � measuringthe universality of W� and Z0 oupling in the low energy regime and byinvestigating the Lorentz struture of muon deay. Neutrino osillations��� ! ��e are investigated in the appearane mode by looking for p(��e; e+)nreations. An analysis of 3 years running time with the KARMEN2 setupreveals no indiation of an osillation signal exluding most parts of theLSND osillation evidene.PACS numbers: 12.15.Mm, 13.15.+g, 14.60.Pq1. IntrodutionThe study of neutrino indued proesses is interesting from many pointsof view. Sine neutrinos interat via weak interation only, the investiga-tion of neutrino reations is best suited for a test of the Standard Model(SM) of eletroweak interation. Many experiments, mostly at high energy,have supported the SM assumptions of lepton number onservation, V�Ainteration, �avor universality and the universality of oupling to neutral� Presented at the TAPS Workshop VI, Krzy»e, Poland, September 9�13, 2001.y KARMEN Collaboration: G. Drexlin, K. Eitel, T. Jannakos, M. Kleifges, J. Klein-feller, C. Oehler, P. Plishke, J. Reihenbaher, M. Steidl, J. Wolf, B. Zeitnitz:Forshungszentrum und Universität Karlsruhe. B.A. Bodmann, E. Finkh, J. Höÿl, P.Jünger, W. Kretshmer: Universität Erlangen�Nürnberg. C. Eihner, R. Mashuw,C. Ruf: Universität Bonn. I.M. Blair, J.A. Edgington: Queen Mary and West�eldCollege, London. N.E. Booth: University of Oxford.(1775)



1776 W. Kretshmer(NC: via Z0) or harged (CC: via W�) urrents. The KARMEN experi-ment with neutrino energies of up to 52 MeV addresses most of these topisby the investigation of neutrino indued reations on 12C. Sine the energiesof the ISIS neutrinos are very similar to those originating from a supernova,the ross setions obtained in the KARMEN experiment are important bothfor the understanding of neutrino indued element synthesis and for dete-tor design for the measurement of supernova neutrinos. The seond topiof KARMEN is the investigation of neutrino osillations, whih violate thelepton number onservation and whih would be an evidene for a neutrinomass. In 1996 the LSND ollaboration reported a positive neutrino osil-lation result [1℄ whih prompted our ollaboration to modify the detetorby adding another layer of ative anti-ounter. In this way the sensitivityof KARMEN to osillations is enhaned onsiderably, the results will bepresented in Setion 4.2. The KARMEN experimentThe KARMEN experiment is performed at the neutron spallation failityISIS of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. From a 50 Hz Rapid CylingSynhrotron an 800 MeV, 200 �A pulsed proton beam hits a Ta/D2O spal-lation target. Apart from neutrons used for ondensed matter researh, alsoa large number of pions are produed in the spallation proess. The �� areabsorbed by the target nulei whereas the �+ Deay At Rest (DAR). Muonneutrinos �� emerge from the deay �+ ! �+ + ��. The low energy �+ arealso stopped within the massive target and deay via �+ ! e+ + �e + ���.Due to this �+ � �+ deay hain at rest ISIS represents a neutrino sourewith idential intensities for ��, �e and ��� emitted isotropially with a �uxof 6:37 � 1013 �=s per �avor for a proton beam urrent of 200�A. There isonly a very small intrinsi ontamination of ��e=�e � 6:2 � 10�4 [2℄ from�� deay in �ight followed by �� DAR whih is further redued by evalua-tion uts but has to be taken into aount as a bakground to the osillationhannel under onsideration.The energy spetra of the neutrinos are well de�ned due to DAR of boththe �+ and �+ (Fig. 1(a)). The �� are monoenergeti with an energy of29.8 MeV, the ontinuous energy distributions of �e and ��� up to 52.8 MeVan be alulated using V�A theory. A unique feature of the ISIS neutrinosoure is the time struture of the neutrinos whih is losely related to thatof the proton beam showing two pulses of 100 ns base width 225 ns apartwith a repetition frequeny of 50 Hz. Due to the short life time of �+,� = 26 ns, there are two prompt bursts of monoenergeti ��within the �rst500 ns (Fig. 1(b)). In a time window from 0.5 �s to 10 �s, when all ��have vanished already, one is left with �e and ��� showing the harateristi
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Fig. 1. Neutrino energy spetra (a) and time distribution of �� (b) and �e, ��� ()at ISIS.exponential time slope of 2.2 �s from its produing �+ deay (Fig. 1()).This di�erent time struture allows a lear separation of the �� burst fromthe following �e and ��� by applying appropriate time uts, the duty yle of10�4 enables an e�etive suppression of osmi bakground. The neutrinosare deteted in a retangular tank �lled with 56 tons of liquid sintilla-tor [3℄ whih onsists entirely of hydroarbons and thus serves as a massivelife target for the investigation of neutrino interations with 12C. The sin-tillation alorimeter is segmented by totally re�eting double luite sheetsinto 512 independent modules, where the sintillation light is transportedto both ends of the module and registrated by two Photo Multipliers (PM).The event position is determined by the hit module and the time di�ereneof the PM signals, the time resolution is 1 ns and the energy resolution is�E=E = 12%=pE(MeV). A Gd2O3 oated paper within the module sheetsprovides e�ient detetion of thermal neutrons due to the very high ap-ture ross setion of the Gd(n; ) reation (� � 49000 barn) in addition tothe p(n; )d apture. The KARMEN eletronis is synhronized to the ISISproton pulses to an auray of better than �2 ns, so that the time strutureof the neutrino indued events an be exploited in full detail.A massive blokhouse of 7000 t of steel in ombination with a systemof two layers of ative veto ounters provide shielding against beam orre-lated spallation neutron bakground, suppression of the hadroni omponentof osmi radiation as well as redution of the osmi muon �ux. In 1996an additional third veto ounter system with a total area of 300m2 wasinstalled within the 3m thik roof and the 2�3m thik walls of iron shield-ing [4℄ (KARMEN2 experimental on�guration). By deteting muons whihpass through the steel at a distane of less than one meter from the de-



1778 W. Kretshmertetor and, therefore, vetoing the suessive energeti neutrons from deepinelasti sattering and �� apture in iron, the main bakground for the��� ! ��e osillation searh ould be redued by a fator of 40 ompared tothe KARMEN1 setup.3. Neutrino�nuleus reations3.1. Eletroweak transitions in the mass 12 systemThe physis potential of KARMEN for the investigation of neutrino�nuleus interation an best be demonstrated referring to Fig. 2. It showsthe CC and NC eletroweak transitions between the ground state of 12Cand the isobari analoge triplet states of the A= 12 system i.e. 12B, 12C,and 12N. These transitions between nulear states serve as a spin�isospin �l-ter for the investigation of spei� omponents of the weak hadroni urrent.In this partiular ase, with simultaneous spin- and isospin-�ip,�T =�S=1,the isovetor�axialvetor oupling dominates both, the CC and NC rea-tions.

Fig. 2. The A = 12 isobari analoge triplet.In the KARMEN experiment ross setions for harged urrent rea-tion 12C(�e; e�)12Ng:s: and, for the �rst time, for the neutral urrent nulearexitation 12C(�; � 0)12C�(1+ 1;15.1MeV) initiated by �� and �e, ���, respe-tively, have been measured with spetrosopi quality. The investigationof these reations is ideally suited for a study of spei� parts of the weakhadroni urrent and thus for a determination of speial oupling onstants.These involve the isovetor�axialvetor oupling onstant �A representingthe strength of the amplitude [�u�5u � �d�5d℄ and the overall strength



Neutrino Physis with KARMEN 1779parameter � [5℄ of neutral urrent interation whih are both predited tobe one in the standard model. Another test of the standard model an beperformed by investigating the energy spetrum of the �e emitted in thedeay �+ ! e+ + �e + ��� of muons produed in the beam stop of the ISISsoure. In this way the shape parameter !L of the �e spetrum, whih de-pends on vetor, salar and tensor omponents of the weak interation, anbe dedued. In the SM all non V�A omponents vanish and !L is preditedto be 0.On the other hand the exat knowledge of neutrino�nuleus ross setionsand their reliable theoretial desription is essential for the investigation ofneutrino indued nuleosynthesis in supernova explosions where the energyspetra of neutrinos with temperatures of about 5 MeV for �e and about10 MeV for ��, respetively, over the same range as the ISIS neutrino soure.3.2. Exlusive CC reation 12C(�e; e�)12Ng:s:The most stringent signature for a neutrino indued reation at KAR-MEN is provided by the CC inverse � deay reation 12C(�e; e�)12Ng:s:with a Q value of 17.3 MeV. The signature of this reation is a spatiallyorrelated delayed oinidene of a prompt eletron with kineti energiesEe� � 35:5 MeV within 0.5 to 10 �s after beam on target and a positronwith Ee+ � 16:3MeV from the subsequent �+ deay of 12Ng:s: from 0.5 to36 ms. The positron from the 12N deay uniquely identi�es � indued tran-sitions to the ground state sine exited states are partile unstable and willnot be seen in the sintillation detetor due to muh lower light output ofhadroni energy loss. After appropriate software uts on time, energy andposition orrelation and a pre-trigger veto to the sequene in ase of anyosmi ray ativity in a 20 �s interval preeeding the prompt or delayedevent a total of 870 orrelated events with omplete signature remain. Theorresponding bakground measured in the beam pause was only 17.5 eventswhih gives a signal to bakground ratio of 50 to 1. The quality of the datais re�eted in Fig. 3. The time distribution of the prompt signal (Fig. 3())whih is well desribed by a deay onstant of 2.2 �s, learly demonstratesthat these events are indued by �e originating from �+ deay. The mea-sured energy spetrum (Fig. 3(a)) also agrees with the expeted eletronenergy distribution from the 12C(�e; e�)12Ng:s: reation. The same agree-ment for the time and energy spetra of the delayed signal is found withthose expeted from the 12N deay (Fig. 3(b), 3(d)). From these almostbakground free data a ross setion averaged over the energy distributionof the DAR �e spetrum was dedued to beh�(12C(�e; e�)12Ng:s:)i = [9:5 � 0:3(stat:) � 0:8(syst:)℄ � 10�42m2 :
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Fig. 3. Energy and time spetra of the prompt and delayed signal from the reation12C(�e; e�)12Ng:s: and the subsequent �+ deay of 12Ng:s:.This value is in exellent agreement with theoretial approahes using eitherone body density shell model approah (OBD) [6, 7℄, Continuum RandomPhase Approximation (CRPA) [8℄ or the Elementary Partile Treatment(EPT) [9, 10℄, all ranging from (8.9�9.4)�10�42m2 and with the reentLSND experiment [11℄.3.3. The neutral urrent reations 12C(�; � 0)12C�(1+ 1; 15:1MeV)The neutrino indued NC exitation of nulei has been observed for the�rst time by KARMEN in the reation 12C(�; � 0)12C�(1+ 1;15.1MeV) [12,13℄,indued by �e and ���. The signature of this reation is a loalized sintilla-tion event of 15.1MeV from the -ray de-exitation of the exited 12C� levelto the ground state with a branhing ratio of (92� 2)%. With the time slotof the �e and ���, i.e. 0:5�s � t � 10�s the energy spetrum of single prongevents in the entral detetor as shown in Fig. 4 is obtained. This spetrumshows a prominent peak between 11 and 16 MeV, attributed to the inelasti
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Fig. 4. Energy spetrum in the �e, ���-time window, the peak around 15MeV or-responds to the reation 12C(�; �0)12C�.NC sattering proess 12C(�; � 0)12C�(1+ 1;15.1 MeV) indued by both, �eand ���. The time distribution of single prong events with energies above10 MeV is onsistent with a 2.2 �s deay time, whih learly demonstratesthe neutrino indued nature of the observed signals. The broad distributionof events with energies above 17MeV, whih have the same time dependene,onsists of ontributions from four reations: neutrino�eletron sattering,and the CC reations 13C(�e; e�)13N, 12C(�e; e�)12N� and 12C(�e; e�)12Ng:s:(where the subsequent �+ deay is not observed). For a Maximum Likeli-hood (ML) analysis of the whole spetrum the small ontribution from ��esattering was taken from literature and the events due to 12C(�e; e�)12Ng:s:were taken from the exlusive measurement desribed before (in Fig. 4 theseevents are already subtrated). The remaining CC reations together withthe NC exitation on 12C were analyzed with the ML method resulting in533�34 NC events from whih the NC ross setion averaged over the energyspetra of �e and ��� was obtainedh�(12C(�; � 0)12C�)i = [10:9 � 0:7(stat:) � 0:8(syst:)℄ � 10�42m2:



1782 W. KretshmerAs for the exlusive CC reation disussed before, there is exellentagreement with orresponding theoretial alulations [6�10℄ ranging from(9.8�11.9)�10�42m2.For the investigation of the �� indued NC exitation the time window0�600 ns after beam on target has to be used. The ��-indued reations haveto be disentangled from bakground events originating from osmi muonsand from beam orrelated neutrons. In addition there are some events dueto (�e+���) reations from �+ deay and some due to ���e sattering. Fig. 5shows both time and energy distribution of measured events ompared to

Fig. 5. Time (top) and energy (bottom) distribution of measured events omparedto ML �t (dashed line). Hathed area: osmi bakground and ontributions of(�e + ���) indued reations, shaded area: fast neutron bakground, white area:muon neutrino events.



Neutrino Physis with KARMEN 1783a maximum likelihood �t. As an be seen in the upper part of Fig. 5,the earlier parts of the double bunhes are dominated by neutrino eventswhereas the later parts (shaded area) are dominated by fast neutron events.In a maximum likelihood analysis the �� indued events are separated fromthese neutron events and from the ontribution due to (�e + ���) reations.After subtrating alulated 3 events due to ���e sattering 86 � 15 NCevents remain, orresponding to a ross setion at a �� energy of 29.8 MeVof [14℄�(12C(��; ��0)12C�) = [3:2 � 0:5(stat:) � 0:4(syst:)℄ � 10�42m2:Again there is good agreement with theoretial alulations [6�10℄ rang-ing from (2.64�2.80)�10�42m2. This overall good agreement of the bothNC reations with theory learly demonstrates that the NC exitation on 12Cmay be appropriate for the development of future detetors for the bolomet-ri measurement of supernova neutrinos, sine it is sensitive to all neutrinospeies. The impliations of these CC and NC neutrino ross setions onthe oupling onstants �A and � will be disussed in the following setion.3.4. Test of standard model preditionsAs mentioned before in Setion 3.1 the neutrino reations within theA = 12 system an be used to determine �A and � whih are both pre-dited to be 1 in the standard model. The ross setions for the investigatedspin- and isospin-hanging NC and CC reations an be written aordingto Ref. [6℄ as a sum of doubly redued matrix elements taking into aountproper spin- and isospin-oupling and inluding the oupling strenght pa-rameters expliitely. The reation is mediated by four di�erent one-bodyoperators representing multiple projetions of the harge, longitudinal andtwo transverse parts of the four-urrent (vetor and axial-vetor parts). Thedoubly-redued matrix elements of any one-body operator, T̂J;T (q2), suh asthe multiple operators involved in semi-leptoni weak and eletromagnetiinterations, an be written asDJf ; TfkT̂J;T (q2)kJi; TiE = Pa�b�(�)J;T (a; b) 
akTJ;T (q2)kb� ,where a, b are single partile quantum numbers fn; l; jg and �(�)J;T (a; b) arereal oe�ients labeled by the rank J , T of the tensor, by the single partilequantum numbers a, b and by (�) whih signi�es the involved �nal andinitial states. Due to the trunated single partile spae the number ofoe�ients �(�)J;T (a; b) is small enough to be determined from experimentalresults from 12N and 12B � deay, �-apture on 12C, and inelasti eletron



1784 W. Kretshmersattering on 12C. For the alulation of the single partile matrix elementsharmoni osillator wave funtions have been used. Using these oe�ientsthe integrated neutrino ross setions for the CC and NC reations on 12Can be dedued�NC = �2(2�2A + 1�A + 0) ; �CC = d2�2A + d1�A + d0 ;where the parameters i and di are alulated in the model mentioned above.Before omparing it to the integrated ross setions the ontinuous energydistributions of �e and ��� originating from muon deay and the experimentalenergy resolution have to be taken into aount. The isovetor�axialvetoroupling onstant was dedued from the exlusive CC neutrino ross setion(Setion 3.2) to be �A = 0:99 � 0:06. TABLE IIsovetor�axialvetor oupling onstant obtained from high energy experiments inomparison with the derived value from KARMEN.Experiment j�j RefereneAahen�Padova 0:93� 0:12 [16℄CHARM 1:10� 0:23 [17℄SKAT 0:99� 0:20 [18℄FNAL-15 0:98� 0:24 [19℄KARMEN 0:99� 0:06 [15℄The quoted error was obtained from the experimental unertainty of theneutrino ross setion and from a Monte Carlo variation of the oe�ients�(�)J;T (a; b) to reprodue the �� deay within the A = 12 multiplet and the �apture on 12C within their errors, more details an be found in the thesis ofBodmann [15℄. This result is in omplete agreement with high energy experi-ments in the GeV range, where j�j was dedued from oherent �0 produtionin neutrino reations on nulei, and thus provides a further on�rmation ofthe standard model even at very low energies.The strength parameter � of the neutral urrent interation was deduedfrom the ratio of NC to CC ross setion using both neutral urrent rosssetions (�� and �e, ��� indued): � = 1:02 � 0:04 [15℄. As in the ase of�A the quoted error takes into aount the experimental unertainties ofboth, the KARMEN neutrino ross setions and the �� deay and �-apture,



Neutrino Physis with KARMEN 1785respetively. This result is another on�rmation of the standard model at lowenergies and it is in agreement with the world average of � = 0:9998�0:0011[20℄, obtained from multi-GeV experiments only.The shape parameter !L of the �e spetrum from �+ deay was deter-mined by analyzing the energy distribution of eletrons produed in thereation 12C(�e; e�)12Ng:s:. As the reoil energy of the 12N nuleus is neg-ligible, the �e energy E� is dedued from the measurement of the eletronenergy Ee via the kinemati relation E� = Ee +Q, where Q = 17:3 MeV isthe Q value of the detetion reation. The energy dependene of the rosssetion is dominated by the spae phase fator (E� �Q)2. Therefore, a lowrate of additional �e near the kinemati end point Emax = 52:8MeV (andless �e for E < 40MeV) due to non-standard ouplings is translated to theobservation of a higher rate of eletrons for Ee > 20MeV and thus to a dis-tortion of the visible energy spetrum. A maximum likelihood analysis wasarried out on an event-by event basis for several �t intervals with a resultof !L = 0:027 � 0:038(stat:) � 0:031(syst:) orresponding to an upper limit! < 0:113 at 90% on�dene limit, indiating no evidene for non V�A om-ponents in muon deay. More details of the analysis and the onsequenes forsalar and tensor amplitudes in � deay are desribed in detail in Ref. [21℄.4. Neutrino osillationsOther non-standard model proesses are neutrino osillations among neu-trinos of di�erent �avors with �L = 0, but violating family lepton numbersLe and L�. Suh osillations imply massive neutrinos with non-degeneratemasses, the relevant parameters for the osillation probability in a 2 �a-vor sheme are the mixing angle � and the di�erene �m2 of the massessquared. In this ontribution we only disuss the ��� ! ��e osillation searhin the appearane mode, sine KARMEN is most sensitive to this osil-lation hannel. The signature for the detetion of ��e is a spatially or-related delayed oinidene of positrons from p(��e; e+)n with energies upto Ee+ = E��e � Q = 52:8 � 1:8 = 51:0MeV and -emission of either ofthe two apture proesses p(n; )d with one  of 2.2 MeV or Gd(n; ) with3 -quanta on average with a sum energy of 8 MeV (Fig. 6). The shapeof the expeted positron energy spetrum depends on �m2, re�eting the�m2 dependene of the osillation probability. The positrons are expetedin a time window of several �s after beam on target with a 2.2�s exponentialderease due to the �+ deay, the time di�erene between the e+ and theapture  is given by the thermalization, di�usion and apture of the neu-trons, �n � 110 �s. The data analyzed in this osillation searh were takensine the ommissioning of the new veto in February 1997 until Marh 2000,in total 7160 C protons-on-target have been aumulated orresponding to
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Fig. 6. Expeted sequenes from an osillation signal: simulated time and energyspetra of e+ and orrelated -events.2:1 � 1021 ���. A prompt positron event is aepted only if there is neitherprevious ativity in the entral detetor nor in the two inner veto ounters,the required uts are 0.6�10.6 �s in time and 16�50 MeV in energy. The utsfor the delayed expeted neutron signal is 5�300 �s for the time di�erene,� 8MeV for the energy and a volume of 1.3m3 for the spatial oinidene.These uts lead to a small sample of 11 sequenes, their time and energydistribution are shown in Fig. 7, ompared to expeted bakground fromdi�erent soures. The total bakground for ��e searh within the evaluationuts is listed in Table II, the last line shows the expeted sequential eventsfor maximal mixing and �m2 � 100 (eV/2)2. The �rst three bakgroundomponents are determined preisely during the normal measurements: theosmi bakground is measured with high statistis in the long pre-beamwindow, the � indued bakground is measured with KARMEN in di�er-ent time and energy windows. Only the small intrinsi ISIS ��e ontributionfrom �� deaying in �ight has to be simulated [2℄. It is a remarkable suessof the KARMEN upgrading that the osmi bakground amounts to about
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Fig. 7. Spetra of the 11 andidate events after applying all uts ompared tothe expeted bakground ontributions (from bottom to top): osmi bakground,(e�; e+) from 12C(�e; e�)12Ng:s:, � indued random oinidenes and ISIS ��e on-tamination. TABLE IITotal bakground expetation for ��e searh within the evaluation uts. Last line:osillation expetation for maximal mixing.Bakground ontribution EventsCosmi indued sequenes 3.2 � 0.2(e�; e+) from 12C(�e; e�)12Ng:s: 3.9 � 0.5� indued random oinidenes 3.5 � 0.3ISIS ��e ontamination 1.7 � 0.2Total bakground 12.3 � 0.6��e signal for sin2(2�) = 1 2442 � 269



1788 W. Kretshmer25% of the total bakground only. The 11 andidate events are in goodagreement with the total bakground expetation of 12.3�0.6, from whihan upper limit of N(os)�6.3 at 90% CL an be extrated using a Bayesianapproah. Comparison of the measured sequenes with the bakground timeand energy spetra (Fig. 7) show no obvious deviations. A more sensitivemethod to extrat a possible ��� ! ��e signal or to prove the no-osillationhypothesis is the maximum likelihood analysis whih is possible due to thevery good resolution of the KARMEN detetor in time, energy and posi-tion. The ML analysis takes into aount a preise spetral knowledge of all

Fig. 8. KARMEN2 exlusion limit and sensitivity (dashed urve) at 90 % CLompared to other experiments: BNL E776 [22℄, CCFR [23℄, BUGEY [24℄, CHOOZ[25℄ and the evidene for ��� ! ��e osillations reported by LSND [26℄.bakground soures and a detailed Monte Carlo desription of the osillationsignature in the detetor. The likelihood funtion is optimized with respetto the unknown parameters �m2 and sin2(2�) using the following signa-tures: time and energy of prompt and delayed event and spatial orrelationbetween both events. With the urrent KARMEN2 data there is no hintfor an ��� ! ��e osillation signal. To dedue exlusion plots for �m2 andsin2(2�) a uni�ed approah suggested by Feldmann and Cousins [27℄ hasbeen applied. The KARMEN2 exlusion limit (90 % CL) is shown in Fig. 8ompared to the limits from other experiments, [22, 25℄, and to the favoredregions from LSND based on a omplete reanalysis of the entire 1993�1998data set [26℄. The dark (light) shaded area of the latter orresponds to an ev-idene at 90% (99%)CL. At high �m2, KARMEN ompletely exludes the
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